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The Freeride Guide

The Ups and Downs of Freeriding
When a freerider falls attempting a jump in the Utah desert, does anyone hear it? And if the answer is yes, how do they react?
IMBA, an organization dedicated to preserving trail access for mountain bikers, has had to consider the ups and downs of freeriding
since this brand of cycling took root late in the 1990s.
But first, we had to define it, because freeriding means different things to different people. Then we had to decide if freeriding is
fundamentally an asset or a challenge to our sport and our core mission.
Several years and countless meetings later, we have some answers. IMBA has defined freeriding as "a style of mountain biking that
celebrates the challenges and spirit
of technical riding and downhilling."
We have committed staff time and
resources to creating strategies that
make it work: hence, this new IMBA
Freeriding Guide. As we proceed, we
continue to weigh the pros and cons.
The Buzz
There's no denying that freeriding
continues to create a positive buzz
in the off-road riding world, almost
like snowboarding and telemarking
sparked a stale ski industry.
Freeriding is inspiring a new era of
suspension
technology
and
customer excitement.
Freeriding is pulling ski resorts
Sterling Lorence
back into the mountain bike tourism
game, because suddenly, facilities
that are underutilized in warmweather months are proving to be ideal settings for freeride parks, technical downhill trails, and dirt jumps that attract visitors and
keep people employed.
Freeriding resonates with a new generation of riders. Whether soaring off jumps, teetering on high-rise stunts, or just balancing
on log rides, they're passionate about riding bikes. They are – at least in part – the future of mountain biking.
The Busts
The down sides of freeriding continue to threaten our sport. Cross-country riding on singletrack trails on public land has already
been hurt by unauthorized trailbuilding fueled by freeriding. Land managers revile illegal trail construction and even more so when the
clandestine work includes rickety, wooden structures. In some locations, they've reacted by imposing a moratorium on new trails or
even worse, banning bikes.
We have no viable defense for off-trail riding that tramples plants or otherwise damages the environment. When this type of
reckless behavior is linked with mountain biking, we can only lose.
Coupled with the media explosion of X-Games-style events, freeriding has caught the eye of the general public and advertising
agencies. Ask a random passer on a sidewalk to describe mountain biking and there's a good chance the image will include big-air
crazy riding. In a litigious society, this isn’t a positive picture, particularly as it bounces through the mind of a risk-averse trail manager.
The speed and on-the-edge elements of freeriding don't mix well with hiking, horse use or even cross-country mountain biking.
Support for new, separate freeriding trails is hard to find.
Still, at the end of the day, freeriding is basically just advanced-level mountain biking. Viewed that way and managed appropriately,
it's unquestionably positive for our sport and it deserves to thrive. That's why IMBA is committed to making freeriding work. Read
how on the pages that follow.
– Tim Blumenthal
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Freeriding: Hype or Reality?
he largest bicycle component manufacturer in the world, Shimano,
recently unveiled a new gruppo
designed specifically for freeriding, called
Saint. They heralded Saint’s debut with a
bold, multi-media marketing campaign.
When a company the size of Shimano
invests massive resources to address a new
segment of our sport, it’s significant. And
Shimano isn’t the only bike company
focusing on freeriding. Almost every bike
supplier has at least one freeride bike in their
product line, with some companies giving it
Shimano Saint Catalog
much more attention.
A quick thumb through any mountain bike magazine shows that freeriding clearly has the focus of the bicycling media.
Mountain biking films feature freeriding almost exclusively.
Perhaps even more telling is the prevalence of freeriding in mainstream media. Freeriders are shown in advertising for everything from cars, to chocolate milk to credit cards. There’s even a Playstation II video game, Downhill Domination, where players
can select a choice of big-hit full suspension bikes, and joystick their way down a
simulated downhill course with huge cliff drops, while avoiding trees, forest fires,
moose and other obstacles.
While freeriding has certainly captured a lot of the hype surrounding mountain
biking, it’s not clear if this accurately reflects the way most people ride. According to
the Bicycle Product Suppliers Association, 567,119 full suspension bikes were sold in
the U.S. in 2003 – only nine percent of all 26 inch wheel bikes sold.
In a recent poll of IMBA members, only three percent selected freeriding as the
type of riding they do most often, compared to 62 percent for cross country.
However, when asked about riding skill level, 71 percent of IMBA members said they
were advanced or better. While these people may not classify themselves as
freeriders, they would likely relish the opportunity and challenge offered by more
technical trails.
IMBA membership, however, may not be the best barometer of freeriding’s popularity. While the success of freeriding in British Columbia has been well documented,
the groundswell of freeriding momentum is not limited to this Canadian province.
IMBA receives daily calls
from land managers and
Bike Magazine Cover
mountain bikers looking to
establish new freeriding
areas. A number of authorized freeride areas have been built throughout
the U.S. (more information on page 6-7).
Freeriding is especially appealing to today’s X-Games-influenced
youth. Freeriding looks cool, and kids want to be a part of it. Kids cycling
groups are gravitating towards freeriding by offering technical riding
instruction.
A key component to increasing freeride opportunities is getting
freeriders more involved with advocacy. In 2003, several new freeride
specific advocacy clubs formed, but this is not the norm. Most freeriders
are either unaware of IMBA, or don’t care. Simply put, they are more Downhill Domination Video Game
interested in just riding their bikes.
Freeriding is clearly a major part of our sport that is here to stay. It’s imperative that existing clubs and IMBA find ways to
connect with it to create the next generation of mountain bike advocates and assure the future of our sport.

T
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IMBA Freeriding Position

Q & A: Making Freeriding Work
An interview with Daina Charmichael, marketing director of Rocky
Mountain Bicycles.
What is freeriding to you?
Freeriding is mountain biking. Anytime you are on a trail, trying to
push your riding limits, without the organization of a race per se, you
are freeriding.
How is freeriding affecting the mountain bike industry? Freeriding has
injected a cool factor. Freeriding touches the younger consumer as well
as the everyman consumer. Although sponsored freeride athletes are
particularly extreme, freeriding also easily translates to the general enthusiast hitting the trail.

Sterling Lorence

1. Freeriding is a style of mountain biking that celebrates the
challenges and spirit of technical riding and downhilling.
2. IMBA supports freeriding as long as it's responsible and in
appropriate locations. We are committed to helping develop
trails and riding areas that are authorized and appeal to all
mountain bikers. We are developing written and visual educational tools to help land managers, clubs and individual riders
develop sustainable, appropriate freeriding options.
3. The future of all aspects of mountain biking depends on
cooperation with land managers and our collective commitment
to protect the natural environment.
4. Young mountain bikers identify with the challenges and
spirit of freeriding. By recognizing and supporting this connection, IMBA will help assure the future of mountain biking.
5. IMBA supports downhill racing. We develop and recommend sustainable course construction techniques.
6. IMBA supports off-trail riding only in appropriate, designated
special use areas.

Mountain biking films and the public image of our sport have a
strong freeride component. On one end of the spectrum, this image
generates excitement for the sport. On the other end, it’s caused
backlash against mountain biking. What’s your take on this?
The freeride image is one that promotes an outdoor, active lifestyle,
usually in an accepted and socially responsible way. Yet there is always
the question of responsible land usage. There is an onus on communities,
riders and manufacturers to be proactive, to ensure the issues are
handled to everyone's satisfaction. Local, national and international
organizations such as IMBA are invaluable in this pursuit.
Freeriding is very popular in British Columbia. How do you explain
this success?
A combination of many things: the terrain, a world-class resort looking for
a summer infusion of profitable activity, the infrastructure and organization already in place, the attention to providing trails for all riding levels,
the operators of the park being enthusiasts themselves, the popularity of
the riding style, the culture that has arisen around the sport and the
resort, the number of mountain biking manufacturers located in the
general vicinity and organizations such as Sprockids and Kids on the
Shore constantly promoting cycling to the youth in the area.
Conversely, the U.S. has been slower to embrace authorized
freeriding. Why? What can be done to alleviate any concerns?
The U.S. has much more limited land access, and many more liability
issues. However, the exponential growth of Whistler Mountain Bike Park
shows demand for such venues. Championing freeriding, as IMBA is
doing, is a great way of educating to alleviate concerns.

Have Bike.
Authorized freeride areas and technical trails are being developed at a
rapid rate. No matter where you live, there is likely a freeride destination nearby. The riding areas listed below offer many different
challenges, including naturally technical trails, trails with enhanced
technical features, stunt parks, jumps and downhill runs. If there is a
place that we missed, let us know. We will keep an updated list on
the IMBA website. Thanks to IMBA supporter Patrick McCue for his
research on this project.
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Freeride Locations - United States
1. Location: Back Country Excursions, Parsonfield, Maine
Contact: Back Country Excursions, www.bikebackcountry.com

2. Location: Vietnam, Milford, Massachusetts

18

20

Contact: New England Mountain Bike Assn., www.nemba.org

19

15

14

16

3. Location: Plattekill Mountain, Roxbury, New York
Contact: Plattekill Mountain, www.plattekill.com/biking.html

4. Location: Sprain Ridge Park, Yonkers, New York
Contact: Westchester Mountain Bike Assn., www.wmba.org

17

5. Location: Diablo Freeride Park, Mountain Creek, New Jersey
Contact: Mountain Creek Resort, www.mountaincreek.com

6. Location: Wintergreen Resort, Crozet, Virginia
Contact: Wintergreen Resort, www.wintergreenresort.com

10. Location: Beans Bike Park, Dennision, Ohio
Contact: Cleveland Area Mtn. Bike Assn., www.joinomba.org/camba

11. Location: Challenge Park, Joliet, Illinois
Contact: Team Sally, www.teamsally.com

12. Location: Lakeshore Park, Novi, Michigan
Contact: Michigan Mountain Biking Assn., www.mmba.org

Challenge Park, Joliet, Illinois
7. Location: Trail of Experience, Lakeland, Florida
Contact: Ridge Riders Mountain Bike Assn., www.ridgeriders.net

8. Location: Quiet Waters Park, Deerfield Beach, Florida
Contact: Club Mud, www.clubmud.com

9. Location: Mohican Wilderness, Glenmont, Ohio
Contact: Mohican Bike Club, nolimit@mohican.net

13. Location: Burchfield County Park, Holt, Michigan
Contact: Michigan Mountain Biking Assn., www.mmba.org

14. Location: Breckenridge Freeride Park, Breckenridge, Colorado
Contact: Freeriders United, danica@townofbreckenridge.com

15. Location: Moore Fun Trail, Fruita, Colorado
Contact: Colorado Plateau Mountain Bike Assn., www.copmoba.com

16. Location: Silverton Mountain, Silverton, Colorado
Contact: Silverton Mountain, www.silvertonmountain.com
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Will Travel.
Freeride Locations - World
24. Location: Mt. Fromme, North Vancouver, British Columbia
Contact: North Shore Mountain Bike Association, www.nsmba.bc.ca

1

25. Location: Mt. Seymour, North Vancouver, British Columbia
Contact: North Shore Mountain Bike Association, www.nsmba.bc.ca

3

2
26. Location: Cypress, West Vancouver, British Columbia

4

13

Contact: North Shore Mountain Bike Association, www.nsmba.bc.ca

5

12
10
11

9
6

7
8

17. Location: Rough Riders Canyon Freeride Park, El Paso, Texas

John Gibson

Contact: www.roughriderracing.org

18. Location: Moab Rim Adventure Park, Moab, Utah

Vancouver, British Columbia

Contact: Moab Trails Alliance, kschappe2002@yahoo.com

27. Location: Mount Work Hartland Park, Victoria, British Columbia

19. Location: Bootleg Canyon, Boulder City, Nevada
Contact: www.bootlegcanyon.com

Contact: South Island Mountain Bike Society, www.simbs.com

20. Location: Grouse Ridge Trail, Nevada City, California

28. Location: Whistler Mountain Bike Park, Whistler, British Columbia

Contact: Bicyclists of Nevada County, www.bonc.org

Contact: Whistler Off Road Cycling Association, www.worca.com

21. Location: Post Canyon, Hood River, Oregon

29. Location: Vallee Pruneau, Montreal, Quebec

Contact: Gorge Freeride Association, www.gfra.org

Contact: Vallee Pruneau, www.valleepruneau.com

22. Location: Blackrock Trails, Falls City, Oregon

30. Location: Glentress Forest, Scotland, United Kingdom

Contact: Blackrock Freeride Association, leokowalski@hotmail.com

Contact: www.scottishsport.co.uk/cycling/glentress.htm

23. Location: Tamarack Resort, Donnelly, Idaho

31. Location: Flydown Park, Finale Ligure, Italy
Contact: 24 hrs of Finale Ligure/Blu Bike, www.24hfinale.com

Contact: www.tamarackidaho.com
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Freeriding and Risk Management:
he freeride movement went through an awkward adolescence in
the 1990s. Early movies and magazine stories gave many people
the impression that “freeriding” was synonymous with riding offtrail and mountain biking in a reckless fashion. As a result, some land
managers cling to the notion that technically challenging trails are
fundamentally unsafe. They oppose freeriding out of a fear of potential
injuries and lawsuits. The good news is that mountain bikers can
responsibly create and ride challenging trails without sparking liability
concerns or provoking lawsuits. In this article we present 15 steps to
managing freeriding risk.

T

1. Be Aware of Possible Social Issues
There are many social and emotional issues surrounding freeriding.
Technical riding areas, both natural and constructed, have been
opposed by a variety of groups, including land managers, environmentalists, neighbors, other trail users, and even other mountain bikers. If
you’re planning to develop new freeriding opportunities, you should be
aware of some of the social issues that may come into play. These
issues can be effectively addressed through open communication and
understanding.

3. Determine Shared Use or Single Use
IMBA supports shared-use and single-use trails. A
purpose-built freeride trail will usually be more
successful if it is single use. Frequent technical trail
features are unsuitable for horse use and may not
provide an enjoyable experience for hikers. Adding
technical trail features to a crowded trail shared by
joggers, dog walkers and inexperienced trail users
is rarely a good idea. However, shared-use trails
that offer technical challenge are feasible in the
right situation.
4. Understand Local Liability Laws
One of the first things people want to know is, “Will
I be held liable if someone gets hurt while riding a
trail on my property?” Most states have laws, called
Recreational Use Statutes, which protect land
managers and private property owners from being
held liable in the event that someone is injured
while recreating on their property.
Recreational Use Statutes vary from place to
place, so we recommend that you research the
laws governing your own area. You can find a
primer on liability laws, and analyses of each U.S.
state’s Recreational Use Statute at imba.com. One
critical point to remember about most Recreational
Use Statutes:
Private landowners are rarely at risk of being held
liable for injuries incurred on their property, unless
they charge the public a fee to access their land, or
if it can be proven that the injury was a clear result
of their gross negligence.

John Gibson

2. Build Partnerships and Communicate
Successful trail projects require close collaboration among freeriders,
land managers and local mountain bike clubs. By consulting with
freeriders and incorporating their suggestions into trail management
decisions, planners can develop trail systems that have broader appeal.
This effort will also reduce unauthorized trail construction. Judgemental
attitudes and negative stereotypes from either side can undermine
successful partnerships.
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It’s important to note that while Recreational
Use Statutes often prevent landowners from ultimately being held liable, they do not prevent
lawsuits from being filed in the first place. It takes
time and money to mount a defense against a
lawsuit, regardless of the outcome. Therefore, the
goal is to practice diligent risk management techniques that will prevent lawsuits from being filed.

15 Steps to Success
5. Understand Related Case Law
Case law is how the courts have ruled in the past. These previous judgments can help demonstrate that, generally speaking, courts have
upheld limiting land owner liability related to trail use.
Records show that few lawsuits have been filed related to mountain
biking accidents caused by trail conditions. Of the suits filed, hardly any
were decided against the land owner.
If local government officials are wary of lawsuits, you could research
and include specific case law in your trail proposal. Consider enlisting a
local attorney/mountain biker to help research case law and overcome
liability concerns.
6. Provide for Skills Progression
It’s important to introduce freeriding challenges to users sequentially so
they can enhance their skills in a managed environment. Construct a
practice area with a wide variety of challenge, from easy to difficult. The
most challenging features should mirror the most difficult obstacles
users can expect to encounter on the trail system. Another great idea is
to offer regularly scheduled skills clinics. In addition to teaching riding
techniques, include tips on responsible trail use.
7. Place Technical Features Appropriately
There are two suitable locations for technical trail features: one, a challenge park; two, a trail. The placement of a technical feature on a trail is
determined by a number of factors. Is the trail shared use or single use?
What are the skill levels of trail users? (When assessing trail user abilities, don’t forget to consider the varying skill levels of all visitors – not
only mountain bikers.)
On beginner to intermediate-level routes, always locate your technical trail feature to the side of the main trail – as an optional path for
advanced riders consciously seeking a more challenging line. On the
other hand, if the trail is clearly designated for advanced users, the
reverse is true: locate the technical feature on the main trail and provide
an easier option to the side of it.
8. Develop an Effective Signage System
It is important to develop a comprehensive signage system for your trail
network. Signs should be placed at the main trailhead, trail intersections
and at other key locations. The main trailhead kiosk should describe trail
difficulty using a trail rating system. Pay particular attention to signs at
the intersections of trails with differing difficulty levels. Also, it’s important to sign before very challenging technical trail features, like big drop
offs, narrow bridges or other elements of increased risk. When placing
signs, consider where you are. Trails with high use should be well
signed. Conversely, a technical trail deep in the backcountry should have

far fewer signs. Signs can be an intrusion on a
visitors outdoor experience – use them with care.
9. Utilize Trail Filters
A trail filter, sometimes referred to as a gateway or
qualifier, is a high-skill-level, low-consequence
obstacle that demonstrates the difficulty of the
upcoming trail or trail feature. Examples of a filter
are a narrow, handlebar width opening between two
trees, a rock garden or a rock step. Place filters at
the beginning of each advanced trail and just before
technical features. By making the entrances to technical trails and features difficult, you prevent
unprepared riders from overstepping their abilities.

John Gibson

10. Provide Optional Lines
There should always be an easier, alternate route
around a technical feature. On advanced trails, the
technical trail feature can be located on the main
line, with an easier option to the side. On intermediate or beginner routes, technical trail features
should be outside the main trail flow, and potentially even disguised from the main trail. Optional
lines could potentially be in the same corridor as
the main trail: For example, a drop-off could vary
in height from one side of the trail to the other.

continued on back page

Add Some Ewok
to Your Trails
We often hear mountain bikers
describe their favorite freeride route as
being “like Ewok Village.” While certainly
not an official technical definition, it
resonates and conjures a clear image:
serpentine, with flowing obstacles that
completely blend with the environment,
immersing the trail user in the experience. Such trails are environmentally
friendly, aesthetically pleasing and –
when built with the utmost care – an
artistic expression.
Every trailbuilder should try to design
trails and technical trail features that are
sustainable and match their environment. A 10-foot high ladder bridge, for
example, may fit well in a lush forest, but
is going to be out of place atop a desert
plateau. A rock drop, on the other hand,
could fit well in that same location and
be the preferred approach to increasing
the difficulty of that trail.
When building wooden technical trail
features, choose wood that blends with
the natural surroundings, and is common
in your local area. Rough-sawn wood
looks more natural than factory prepared
lumber. Work to keep sign pollution to a
minimum. Never ever attach technical
trail features to live trees.
Get in the habit of practicing strict
Leave No Trace ethics. Avoid trampling
sensitive areas and vegetation. Clean all
fasteners, wood scraps, trash and
anything else that would let people
know you were there. By putting a lot of
love into the trail and the surrounding
environment, it’s possible to create an
experience that earns your trail the
coveted “Ewok Village” description.

Three Ways to Create a Challenging Trail
#1: Existing Natural Features
The easiest way to build a technically challenging trail is to incorporate existing natural
features. Route the trail over rock slabs, ledges, rock gardens and fallen trees. Employing
these naturally occurring features as control points during trail design and layout will
highlight the landscape and minimize social trails.

#2: Enhanced Natural Features
The next approach is to increase the technical challenge by manipulating natural materials
to create technical trail features. Use rocks and logs to create drop-offs, rock gardens,
boulder rides, log pyramids and log rides. Building enhanced natural features is a good
way to add technical challenge to trails where existing challenging terrain is limited.

#3: Man-made Structures
Another way to increase challenge on a trail is to add man-made structures. Ladder
bridges, wooden ramps and teeter-totters are prime examples. These structures often
require artificial materials such as processed lumber and fasteners.

Rock Versus Wood: Which is the Better
Material for Technical Trails?
When building technical trail features, you have
two basic materials to work with: rock and wood.
Factors to consider are durability, predictability,
maintenance and aesthetics.
In most cases, rock is better. Well-built rock
structures will withstand decades of trail use, will
ride the same day after day and rarely require
maintenance. Generally, rock blends well into the
surrounding environment.
This doesn’t mean that you should avoid building
wooden technical features. A well-designed and
maintained wooden technical trail feature can
safely stand the test of time. Careful attention
must be paid to construction and maintenance to
John Gibson
ensure durability. It’s important that wooden
features use materials and construction techniques that match the surrounding environment. Also, to ensure durability, select rot-resistant wood and appropriate fasteners.
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Bonus Tip: Work with Land Managers to Create
Special-Use Challenge Parks
Technical trail features are becoming increasingly popular with mountain bikers.
Many land managers are open to the idea of having special use zones or playgrounds for these types of stunts, similar to skateboard or snowboard parks.
Work with your local land manager to create these opportunities.

Construction Guidelines for
Wooden Technical Trail Features
n Decking should not extend more than a few inches
beyond supports. For example, the decking on a ladder
bridge shouldn’t extend more than a couple inches beyond
the stringers.
n Decking planks should be spaced slightly to aid drainage.
Avoid gaps of greater than a couple inches in the riding
surface.
n Use appropriate fasteners. Select high-quality screws,
bolts and nails designed for exterior use. Fasteners must be
strong, secure and corrosion resistant.
n If additional traction is required, add durable, predictable
and aesthetically appropriate texture to the TTF surface.
Some of the better methods include using wood with natural

Before You Start

n

Make sure to get permission from your local land manager
before starting any trailwork.
n All wooden technical trail features (TTF) should be carefully
planned. Create a schematic design that shows the trail and all
elements of the TTF including scale, location, dimensions, materials,
fasteners, filters, fall zones, signs and optional lines. Get approval of
the plan before beginning construction.
n All wooden features should be designed and constructed with the
assistance of an experienced carpenter.
n The TTF should generally follow best management practices for
exterior deck, staircase and/or pedestrian bridge design, construction
and maintenance.

texture such as rough-sawn or hand split timbers, adding
texture to wood by scoring with a saw, covering the riding line
with anti-slip paint designed for exterior or marine use, or

Materials

n
Materials should be selected, installed and maintained for durability, strength, riding predictability, aesthetics and environmental
acceptability.
n Select durable wood that is naturally resistant to moisture, decay,

attaching diamond mesh lath (made from galvanized steel and
used for stucco application). Chicken wire and roofing materials typically aren’t durable.
n The approach to the TTF should be on dry and stable ground

sun, heat, cold and insects. Some examples include redwood, cedar,
white oak, cypress, locust and manzanita. There are also several environmentally friendly commercially treated woods that are extremely
durable and weather resistant.
n
Don’t use wooden pallets, scrap lumber, plywood, soft woods

to help prevent water and mud from being carried onto the
wood, which can cause deterioration and a slippery surface.
n Special attention should be given to abutments and places
where the TTF contacts the ground. Wood should generally not
touch the ground directly. Use foundation materials such as rock
or pre-cast concrete footings to prevent dirt and moisture from
deteriorating the base of the TTF.

such as pine, or other inappropriate materials that will quickly deteriorate or become unstable.
n
Don’t use dead trees, logs or stumps unless they are suffi-

n Consider pre-fabricating the structure at home. Be sure to
make careful measurements in the field first.

cient size or type of wood to withstand deterioration. Certain
types of weather-resistant dead wood can be used if properly
prepared by removing bark to prevent decay and following all
construction guidelines.

Additional Resources

n

Do not use living trees in any way.
n Rough-sawn or hand-prepared wood will blend into primitive
locations better than commercial lumber

n
In addition to these guidelines, consider the advice in the
IMBA article, “Freeriding and Risk Management: 15 Steps to
Success” and IMBA’s other guidelines for technical trail features
and traditional trail design and construction techniques.
n
Other advice may be found by researching bridge and deck
building resources, as well as consulting the “Whistler Trail
Standards” located on the web at www.whistlercycling.ca.

Construction Techniques

n

Wooden features should be stronger and more stable than
the greatest anticipated force and weight. Use cross and
diagonal bracing. The strength of the TTF shouldn’t rely on the
shear strength of the fasteners.
n The surface finish should be such that there are no protrusions or excessively sharp edges that pose a safety hazard.
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Freeriding Flies in Florida
whose job is to promptly respond to inquiries, requests or
complaints from the parks and make sure that whatever
concern the park manager is voicing is quickly addressed.

uiet Waters Park is located in southern Florida, near
Deerfield Beach. Though there have been mountain
bike trails in the park since the 1990s, park managers
only recently agreed to devote space for more advanced,
freeride-style trails. Club Mud, an IMBA-affilliated mountain bike
group, secured approval and built the project. In this interview,
Harvey Schneider, a Club Mud director, explains his club’s
success.

Q

A lot of park managers are unfamiliar with the whole
concept of freeriding. How did Club Mud go about
convincing park managers that a technical skills area
would be a good thing for their park?
All recreational activities on public land, from softball to
rollerblading and everything in between, come with a degree of
risk. It's simply a matter of establishing and abiding by reasonable guidelines. Mountain biking is a new territory for many land
managers, so it’s incumbent upon the local clubs to work with
land managers to establish risk management policies regarding
mountain biking and trail and structure building. We had already
established strict design and construction guidelines for the
area trails and the technical trail features. We assured the park
managers that these construction guidelines would be strictly
adhered to and that the freeride area would not be mistaken for
part of the regular trails.

What does Club Mud’s expert riding area look like?
Our expert riding area consists of numerous dirt jumps,
elevated boardwalks and drops. It’s a separated area in the
middle of the trail system with one heavily-filtered entrance. It’s
completely sealed off with fencing made of natural deadfall.
How do you make sure that less-skilled riders don’t
hurt themselves on the stunts.
There’s a 6' by 3' canvas banner sign at the entrance that states
“Expert Riding Area. If in doubt, please stay out.” We have
about 20 signs posted throughout the area warning people of
the dangers and assumed risk of riding there. It’s very clear.
Were park managers instantly open to the idea of a
freeride area?
The initial undertaking was actually a bit of a gamble. We
submitted plans to the park and were given the go-ahead with
no guarantees that they would ultimately approve it. Basically
they wanted to see it built first. It took about eight months to
complete and cost a few thousand dollars. We all held our
breath for the final inspection, but we passed with flying colors
and were commended for the quality of our construction.
It sounds like you had to have a lot of faith in your
land manager and vice versa.
The process definitely requires trust from both sides and that
takes time. Club Mud began with a few people simply maintaining trails in two different parks that were not being
maintained. We’ve also appointed one liaison for each park

IMBA Rules of the Trail:

1. Ride Open Trails Only.

Most park managers are concerned about risk and
liability. How did you persuade them that Club Mud
had those issues adequately covered?
Four specific things were done to mitigate liability. We stipulated that the entrance would be built so that riders would have
to carry their bike in to the area; we required that a fence be
built around the area so that there was only one access point;
we posted appropriate signage throughout the area; and we
maintained strict guidelines for construction materials. All wood
used in the construction, for instance, was pressure treated and
everything was lag bolted together.
It sounds like your club did a lot of work to get
approval. Was it worth it?
Definitely. Now that we've established our credibility, our plans
are approved or rejected in advance. We currently have plans
pending for a dual speed trials course and additional dirt jumps,
as part of an Extreme Day event, and will soon be submitting
plans for Phase Two of the expert riding area.

2. Leave No Trace.

3. Control Your Bicycle.

4. Always Yield Trail

10 Tips to Build
a Ladder Bridge
Originally designed to span wet areas, a ladder bridge is a simple elevated boardwalk and one of the easiest
wooden trail features to build. Here are 10 tips for making them fun, durable, and safe.
1. Follow IMBA’s Freeriding Guidelines
These tips, on pages 8 through 10, provide important information on risk management, design, materials and
construction techniques. Before starting, make sure to get permission from the local land manager.
2. Locate the ladder bridge properly
Ladder bridges can be added to trails of various difficulty level – just be sure that the challenge matches the skill of the
expected riders. On beginner trails, ladder bridges should be wide and low to the ground. As skill levels increase, the structures can be higher, narrower and incorporate turns, camber changes and drop-offs.
On beginner trails, place the ladder bridge to the side for an optional, more challenging route. On advanced trails, the
feature may be located in the main line. However, a clearly visible option around the ladder bridge should always be incorporated into the design.
3. Elevate the ladder bridge
The feature can be raised off the ground in various ways – but be sure to use a durable and sustainable method. Some techniques include large rocks, strong tree stumps that won’t rot, well-designed wooden posts, or a log-cabin style crib. Never attach
a ladder bridge to live trees and avoid using rot-prone or flimsy deadfall.
4. Armor the entrance and exit
The trail surface at the entrance and exit of a ladder bridge will require additional hardening, especially on steeper grades and
landing areas. Check the IMBA website for detailed armoring techniques.
5. Vary length, height and width to add appeal and challenge
Part of the appeal of a ladder bridge is simply that it offers a different challenge and aesthetic than is found in the natural environment. A ladder bridge, by its design, is not necessarily challenging. The challenge comes from how high the bridge is off
the ground, how long it is and how narrow the deck. Sometimes the mental challenge of balancing on a narrow bridge is
greater than the physical risk.
6. Add turns and camber
A great way to add challenge to a ladder bridge is to incorporate turns. The amount of deck space provided for the turn
should be consistent with the style of trail and technical features nearby. On beginner and intermediate trails, the turning
radius and deck must be wide. On advanced bridges it can be narrower. Changing the camber of a ladder bridge is another
way to add challenge. Banked turns are great ways to add flow and fun.
7. Change the incline and decline
Ladder bridges with sharp inclines that require pedaling, and declines that demand breaking can be very challenging.
Again, the steepness should flow with the surrounding trail style.
8. Join ladder bridges together to create alternate lines
Ladder bridges can be quite elaborate. Consider building alternate bridge lines that offer different levels of
challenge. Offshoots can be narrower than the main bridge, provide separate exits or drop offs or include
more turns.
9. Incorporate drop-offs
Drop-offs from the end of the bridge to the ground or onto another bridge will add challenge. The height
of the drop should match the challenge level of the trail. Make sure to consider the forces of a drop-off
in the bridge and landing zone design.
10. Combine ladder bridges with other technical trail features
Ladder bridges can be linked with teeter-totters, A-frames and other technical trail features to form
a flowing series of challenges. Get creative!

New IMBA Trailbuilding Book

5. Never Scare Animals.

6. Plan Ahead.

Sterling Lorence

Much of the information presented in this Freeriding Guide, including
this article on ladder bridge construction, is taken directly from IMBA’s
new trailbuilding book, which will be available later this summer. The
book will include comprehensive info on all aspects of trail design and
construction, including more in-depth freeriding content. Visit imba.com
for more info.

IMBA Above & Beyond Corporate Supporters
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Arrowhead Trails, Inc.
Ben & Jerry's
Bicycling Magazine
Bike Magazine
Camelbak
Chequamegon Fat Tire Festival
CLIF Bar
CLIF Shot
Dirt Rag Magazine
Gary Fisher Bicycles
Interbike
Kenda USA
Kona Mountain Bikes
Koobi
L.L. Bean
Mountain Bike Magazine

IMBA Supports North
Shore Conference

Pacific Cycle
Pearl Izumi
Quality Bicycle Products
REI
Rocky Mountain Bicycles
Santa Cruz Bicycles
Shimano American Corp.
Specialized
SRAM
Subaru of America
Sutter Equipment Co.
Trek
UCI
VeloNews
Voler Team Apparel
Yakima

The First Annual North Shore World Mountain Bike
Conference will be held in North Vancouver, British Columbia,
on August 18-20, 2004. Sessions will explore environmental,
social, and economic issues surrounding mountain biking
with an appropriate emphasis on the freeriding that has made
B.C. famous. IMBA is an associate sponsor. Visit
nsmbfc.com for details.
John Gibson

Web Partners
mtbREVIEW.com
eBay

Corporate Supporters
24 Hours of Adrenalin
Accelerade/R4
Action Marketing Group
Alaska Backcountry Bike Tours
American Endurance
Athletic Excellence
Bell Sports
Big Bear Lake Campland
Bicycle Village
Bikes4rent.com
Bittergravity.com
BOA Construction
B.O.B. Trailers
Bontrager
Bruce County
Camp Fortune
Cane Creek Cycling Components
Cateye
Chequamegon Fat Tire Festival
Chris King
Crank Brothers
Creative Wheel - La Rocca XC Mtb. School
Crested Butte Mtn. Resort
Dan Estey Realty, Inc.
Desert Sports
Deuter USA
DT Swiss
Easton
Ecoadventure Bolivia, Ltd.
Expedition International
FMAC Freight Management
Fuji America
Fox Racing Shox
Giant Bicycles
Gill North America
Giro Sport Design
Gravy Wheels
Granny Gear Productions
Grayling Area Visitors Bureau
GT Bicycles
Hans Johnsen Company
The Hawley Company, Inc.
Hayes Disk Brake
Headland Bicycle Accessories
Health & Fitness Promotions, Inc.
Hooked On The Outdoors Mag.
Hunter Mountain Ski Bowl
Ibex Outdoor Clothing
Jack Pine Hill
K2 Bike
Keystone Ski Resort
Klein
Kryptonite
Lake Cycling
Lizard Skins
Long Cane Trails, LLC
Look Cycles, USA
Masterlock Company
Mavic

Maxxis Tires
McKay Insurance Agency
Medically Based Fitness
Michelin Tire
Microsoft Corporation
Mongoose
Moots Cycles
Mt. Borah Designs
National Bicycle Dealers Assn.
New Belgium Brewery
North Carolina Outward Bound
North Dakota Tourism Dept.
Olympic Regional Dev. Authority
Olympic Spine & Sports Therapy
Outpost Wilderness Adventures
Panorama Mountain Village
Peak Bar
Pedros
Performance, Inc.
Planet Bike
Platypus
Primal Wear
RLX Ralph Lauren
Ritchey Design
Rock (n) Roll Lubrication
RockShox
Rockymounts
Salsa Cycles
Seven Cycles
Shenandoah Mountain Touring
Schwinn Bicycles
Showers Pass Clothing
Sidi
Smith Optics
Snowshoe Mountain Resort
SockGuy
Sports Express
Stanwood & Partners PR
Starling Productions
Sugar Design
Surly Bicycles
TDA Advertising and Design
Telphonic Communications
Teton Mountain Bike Tours
The World Outdoors
Timbuk2
Titec Cycle USA
Titus Cycles
Trails.com
Vail Associates, Inc
Veltec Sports
Ventana Mountain Bikes
Vredestein
Western Spirit Cycling
Western Trailbuilders Assoc.
WTB
Worldtrek Expeditions
Wrenchscience.com
Yeti Cycles

Subaru’s VIP Partners Program
IMBA members are encouraged to take advantage of
Subaru's VIP Partners Program, which allows them to
purchase or lease any new Subaru vehicle at dealer invoice
cost. Savings range from $1,300 - $3,000 off the manufacturer's suggested retail price, depending on model selected.
To take advantage of this benefit, IMBA members must
contact the IMBA office BEFORE shopping for a Subaru. Our
staff will arrange to have a letter of confirmation mailed to you
as well as to your pre-selected local dealer. The letter will
indicate that as an IMBA member you are eligible to purchase
or lease the car at dealer invoice cost. You must be a member
of IMBA for six months before you qualify for the VIP Partners
Program. This offer is not applicable if you have already taken
delivery of your new Subaru. Please contact Tawnya
Armstrong at the IMBA office for program details, 303-5459011 or tawnya@imba.com.
Limited time offer - subject to change without notice. Terms and conditions apply.
Certain models may be temporarily excluded subject to dealer availability.
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IMBA Girlie Tee

Merchandise/Membership
2004 IMBA
Calendar

Awesome mountain
bike photos from
around the world.

16 oz. Travel Mug
$15

price reduced!
$8

Full Zip Hoody

Long Live Long Rides Logo
on chest. Heavyweight
50/50 duds made by Lee.
Size: S-XL.

It's pink. It's 100% cotton. It's
definitely cute. These tend to
run on the small side. S, M, L

$20

$40

IMBA Voler Jersey

15th Anniversary
T-shirt

Long Live Long Rides.
Front zipper. Three rear
pockets. Blue. Size: S-XL.

Classic 3/4 length sleeve
baseball style. Sizes M-XL.

$50

$15

IMBA Pint Glass
$9

IMBA Cap - $15
Black, rust, navy or green with
yellow/blue IMBA logo.

IMBA T-shirt

New IMBA Socks

100% Cotton. Blue with
yellow logo front and back.
Sizes: S-XL.

Long Live Long Rides Pearl
Izumi Socks. Black with
green and white. M, L, XL.

$15

$9

IMBA Gift Membership. Purchase your friend an IMBA membership by completing the form below.

3 WAYS TO ORDER :

YES!

• Visit our online store at www.imba.com
• Call 1-888-442-IMBA
• Send this form to IMBA,
PO Box 7578, Boulder, CO 80306

Ordered By:

MEMBERSHIP
✔Select

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

$25
$40
$55
$75
$100
$250
$500
$1000
$50
_______

basic member
supporting member
big wheel
family
fat-tire friend
trailbuilder
silver saddle
singletrack society
bicycle retailer
other $ amount

Contributors of $40
or more receive
IMBA cycling socks.
Sock size:
❏ M ❏ L ❏ XL
❏ Keep the socks.
Put all my money
towards saving trails.

MERCHANDISE

Ship To: ( if different )

Item & Color

❏

a level

I’ve enclosed a check payable to: IMBA

❏

Size

Qty

Bill my Mastercard or Visa
U. S. S h i p p i n g :

•
card number

•

(International Orders Pay $10 Shipping)

•
exp. date

To t a l $

Price

$4

Freeriding and Risk Management: 15 Steps to Success
continued from page 9

11. Provide Adequate Fall Zones
A fall zone is the area adjacent to a technical trail feature that provides a
clear landing for a rider who has failed to negotiate the obstacle. Fall
zones are located at the bottom of descents, on the outside of corners,
and on the side of the trail and obstacles. Consider removing branches,
stumps, logs, rocks and other protruding objects that could cause injury.
Another option is to add mulch or dirt to further soften a fall zone.
12. Follow Construction Guidelines
Both natural and man-made additions to trails must be durable,
predictable and designed to minimize injuries when trail users fail to
negotiate them properly. See page 11 for detailed construction advice.
13. Develop an Inspection and Maintenance Log
All trails require consistent inspection and maintenance. Technical trail
features should be inspected for durability, predictability and safety.
Consistent maintenance logs should be kept to ensure trails and
features are being kept up to standard. Different trails require different
levels of maintenance, depending on a variety of factors, including
climate, volume of use and the number and type of trail features.
Wooden structures, like bridges and teeter totters require routine
upkeep. You must be committed to their inspection and maintenance.

14. Designate a Risk Management Coordinator
Recruit an individual who will be responsible for
making sure recommended risk management techniques are properly implemented and documented.
This person will consolidate all of your safety
measures and should work with the land owner to
create an emergency management plan. Assign
responsibility to an individual who is known for their
conscientious behavior and attention to detail – and
be sure they are willing to perform the job.
Remember that the Risk Management Coordinator
shouldn’t be saddled with executing the plan by
themselves. Rather, they should serve as a pointperson for a group of volunteers.
15. The Final Step: Be Prepared to Give Answers
When seeking to create freeriding opportunities, a
written trail proposal may be necessary. When
freeride and technical trails are proposed, it can be
important to address the risk management concerns
listed above. Consult with your land manager to
determine what steps need to be taken, and what
level of detail is required in a proposal.
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